D.O.No: 364/2017 T

Sub:- Police Estt – Transfer and posting of Police Personal
- Orders issued.

Sri. Mohanan R, *ASI T 7029 of Aruvikkara PS (Now attached at AR Camp, Tvm Rural) is transferred and posted to Vilappilsala Police Station with immediate effect.

The Officers concerned will relieve/admit him dated forthwith and report compliance.

District Police Chief,
Thiruvananthapuram Rural.

To
The individual through unit head concerned.

Copy to :
SPC, Kerala with C/L for information
ADGP, SZ with C/L for information.
IGP, TR with C/L for information.
DySPs (Admin)/ATL/NDD
AC, AR Tvm Rural
IOPs NDD/MKL
SHOs AVKA/VPSLA
CA to DPC
A3, A6, F1, F2, G1, seat for information.
DO Book and DO file.

* Upgraded